Feedback: Blogging workshops August 2008
Facilitators: Lyn Blair and Sarah Stewart
1. How did you find out about the workshops?
Otago Polytechnic Communication
Email

3

Community Learning Centre

2

Colleagues

2

Family

2

2. What did you think of the topic of the workshops?
Very relevant

5

Relevant

3

Comments:
I think I have got the idea now. I will be in contact if not.
3. What did you think of the workshop facilitation?
Very good

5

Godd

3

Comments:
I liked the mix of "planned" for all and individual needs target.
4. What was your overall experience of the workshops?
Was good - day one felt a little overwhelming but it got better!!!
positive, although I did need to ask for help a lot.
Very interesting and good insight into blogging.
Very good, great group - I like the atmosphere in the environment. Felt sorry for the
facilitators with regards to the projector and screen.
Very good, once got used to how blogger worked it was fun!
Helpful, interesting and very well taught
I started off feeling a bit unsure of what I was doing and how I was supposed to be doing it,
however by the end of the workshop I was feeling much more confident and think that I
could probably talk basic blogging with others.
All good.

5. What would you change for the future?
Have a follow up night further down the track to cover the things that we are bound to think
of as soon as we have got home tonight!!
Nothing.
More time to play - 6 hours not enough!!!
Maybe refer to the workbook more, also I am unsure relevance of google reader - although
I can see its benefits.
Nil
6. How have these workshops made you think about blogging?
Inspired me - I will definitely
4
keep blogging
Made me think about
blogging - I may keep
blogging

4

7. What's your job?
Educator

6

Student

1

Civil servant

1

8. How old are you?
20 - 29

1

40 - 49

2

50-59

2
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